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Editorial
The well-known human geneticist F. Vogel more than 20

years ago wrote: “Medicine is not a science; it provides rules
for appropriate action. But such rules are derived from
scientific knowledge. One hundred years ago, bacteriology was
the leading basic science for medicine; human genetics has
largely occupied this place in recent decades. In the future,
molecular genetics and population genetics might become the
most important scientific basis of medicine” [1,2].

All human populations today probably derive from an
ancestral group living only about 100,000 – 150,000 years ago,
rather than a million or more years ago. Even 12,000 years ago,
the size of the human population was low, with a world
population of only around 10 million. Now humans are by far
the commonest primates; there are more than 7000 million of
us. The human species can tolerate such a range because each
of us carries a tropical microenvironment in the form of
clothes and dwellings (tropicalization). Can all this be
explained, for example, from the point of view of
cytogenetics?

As the results of our many years of research show the study
of the wide variability of chromosomal Q-heterochromatin
regions (Q-HRs) can provide an answer to many questions that
have not yet been rationally explained. By studying
chromosomal Q-HRs variability in the human populations
living in various climatic-and geographic conditions of Eurasia
and Africa, in norm and pathology we have obtained the data
indicating possible participation of Q-HRs in adaptation by
regulating cellular thermoregulation [3-5]. The role of Q-HRs
seems to be as follows: individuals with a smaller number of
Q-HRs can work longer; at the same time, individuals with a
larger amount of their chromosomal Q-HRs in genome under
conditions of cold, having a high heat-loss capacity, rapidly lose
heat from the organism [3,6-10].

Our published data on the distribution of the number of
chromosomal Q-HRs in the genome of individuals with certain
forms of purely human pathology (alcoholism, drug addiction,
obesity and coronary heart disease) remains unclaimed [8-11].
However, we are confident that our observations will be
confirmed if any investigators should wish to verify them.
Moreover, we shall not be surprised if in the future it will be

found that there exists a certain relation between the number
of Q-HRs in the genome and the predisposition of man to
common cold [8] and his aptitude for certain types of sport
(e.g. mountaineering, professional boxing, marathon race,
swimming, including that in pearl-divers) related to body
thermoregulation. Our only fear is that our colleagues from
developed countries would become like scientists of Europe
from the story of a Saint-Exupery “The Little Prince” when they
didn’t believe in the existence of an asteroid from which the
little prince arrived just because there was a turban on the
head of the Turkish scientist who announced this.
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